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FOUR-WAVE MIXING SPECTROSCOPY OF MOLECULAR DIMERS. 
APPLICATION TO DlhlERS OF PENTACENE IN p-TERPHENYL 
Howard LEVINSKY and Douwe A. WIERShlA* 
hcosecond Laser and Spectroscopy Laboratory, Deparrment o/Chemrsrry. Umi~ers~ry of Gronmngen. 
XVycnborgh 16. 9747 .-iG Gronmgen, The Netherlands 
Rccrlrsd 6 July 1982 
Dlsperjtvc cohcrcnt Stokes-RamIn scattcrmg (CSRS) e\perunents on pentacene dtmers m p-terphrnyl were performed 
to locate the corresponding smfly cwited. delocalized. duncr levels. In addnlon the CSRS technique was used to locale the 
doubly exited dlmer stxc Future evpenments explonng the dynamics oi this Noel state arc dlscus%d 
1. Introduction 
Study of the dynamical properties of molecular dimers continues to be a subJect of great interest [ 1.21. Dlmers 
not ordy serve as mods1 systems for delocalized excitations (“minisxcitons”) but also seem to play an important 
role III the mitial step of the photosynthetic process [3]. It seems therefore worthwhile to further explore the 
spectroscopy and dynamics of dimer-model systems 
It has recently been shown that the opttcal dynamtcs of dimers can be studied both in chermcally mixed [4] and 
isotoptcally mixed [5] crystals. One of the problems encountered ts the interpretation of the spectral features een 
in concentrated chemically mixed crystals. In rsotoprcally mixed crystals the analysrs of chmer spectra, e.g. as in the 
GE.C of naphthalene [6], 15 greatly aided by the fact that the mean exalarion energy of the delocalized dtmcr 
states IS cloja to that of the monomer. Tb results from the fact hat he gas-to-crystal shift(AD) of the druterated 
species is (nearly) identical to that of the protonated one. In chemically mked crystals the situation may be rather 
dtfferent. Here depending upon the magnitude of the dispersion shift @@(introduced by replacing an addttlonal 
host molecule by a guest) compared to the mtermolecular guest-guest coupling (p) three different situations may 
arise. In case IUII < Iill. one dlmer level is to the red and the other is to the blue of the monomer hne; however, 
of laDI> IPI both dtmer lines are etther to the blue or red side of the monomer dependmg upon the absolute sign 
of ;1D. These arguments show that the analysts of ditner spectra in chemically mixed crystals presents achallenge_ 
In ths paper we will show that four-wave muting experiments may be conveniently used to correlate dlmer ab- 
sorpttons in the concentrated mhed crystal of pentacene III p-terphenyl. Stmilar type labeling experiments have pre- 
nously been used to correlate ground- and excited-state nbrattonal modes in molecules [7]. 
In addition we report, using four-wave mung, observation of the cioub[v excited state of a dimer. The observed 
eacrtatton energy of this state is very close to the sum of the excitation energies of the corresponding singly ex- 
ctted dimer states. 
* On leave at Cllemlslry Department. Stanford Unwerstty. Stanford. Cabfornta 94305. USA. 
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2. Experimental 
The dispersive CSRS experiments were performed in the usual way [S] usmg a pair of nitrogen-pumped ye 
lasers. The line width of both dye lasers was = 1.0 cm-t which limits determination of line positions to ==0.5 
cm-t. The four-wave mixing experiments were performed using the CSRS configuration, as the coherent 
anti-Stokes Raman signal would be completely absorbed by the monomer absorption in the mixed crystal. 
The signals were so strong that a single-pass monochromator was sufficrent o separate the coherent Raman stgnals 
from the exciting laser beams. The signals were detected using a photomultiplier and processed via a boxcar mte- 
grater equipped with a digrtal memory option. The pentacene in p-terphenyl mixed crystals used in the experiments 
were kindly donated to us by members of Professor Fayer’s research group at Stanford. All expenments were done 
with the crystal at a temperature of z 1.5 I(. 
3. Theory of coherent Stoked&man scattering in the four-level system 
The relevant level scheme for a dirner IS shown in fig. IA, a is the ground state, I OO), b and c are the delocahz- 
ed 2-1/z(101) 5 I IO)) dimer states, respectively, and d IS the doubly excited dimer state, I I I). The CSRS suscep- 
trbrhty for frequencies wt = c+,~ and wz = wg can be calculated using perturbation theory and has previously 
been reported by Bloembergen and co-workers [9] and Andrews and Hochstrasser [IO]. W rederive the CSRS 
susceptibility here by using a diagrammatic techruque developed by Yee and Gustafson [I 1). In this approach the 
perturbatron expresuon can simply be derrved by inspection of certain diagrams. The proper diagrams for the res- 
onant CSRS susceptrbility: $)(-w,, P(wt , wl, -a~)), wheref means all relevant permutations of frequencies 
w1 and ~2, are given in figs. 1B and IC. The diagrams in fig. IB are all concerned with enhancement of the coher- 
ent Stokes radration through one-photon resonances, whrle the diagram in fig. 1C drsplays the two-photon reso- 
nant contributron to the CSRS susceptibrlity most relevant o the experiments described in this paper. Note that 
there are other diagrams of the type IC, where 2wt and w, are on drfferent sides of the diagram and leadmg to 
additional two-photon resonant erms [9], but they are of no concern III the context of the drscussion of the re- 
sults presented here. Evaluating the hagrams of fig. 1 B, according to the rules described in ref. [I 1], w2 come to 
tie following result: 
d 
a 
Fig. 1. level scheme for a duner (A); diagrams (El) for resonant coherent Stokesgencratton III four-uavc mixing via the mtcrme- 
dnte coherence pbc; simdardtagram (C) with the coherent Stokesgenerated via the intermednte coherence pad. 
25 
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$‘(-” 5’ P(w,, w I ! -q)) 
(1) 
Evaluating the dragram of fii. 1C we find 
Here wkl = (Ek - E@, fkl is the dephasing rate for the transitron <ki * 10, pk5r-I the transrtion dipole Ur lerlf) and 
ws= 2w, - wL (w? > wl) the Stokes frequency. 
We frost note that eq. (1) is rn agreement wrth the expressions for xplus reported in refs. [9,10], if the proper 
limits are Men. For the present presentation, tt is important o note that eq. (1) shows that there are two doubiy 
resonant CSRS configuratrons. The fust one occurs at w1 = wba and w2 = wq while the second one arues for wz 
=Wa and ws = Wbl_ Inspection of eq. (1) reveals that the second case only becomes relevant 19,10] if I& + r, 
- r,, # 0. In molecular mixed crystals at low temperature, pure dephasmg processes are frozen out and dephas- 
mg-educed coherent Stokes radiation isnot observed [IO]. As will become clear later, this is an ~po~ant point. 
Eq. (2) shows that in the four-le~vel system of fig. 1 another doubly resonant situation IS encountered m the gener- 
ation of coherent Stokes-Raman scattering, namely when 2wt = ada and ws = %a. This implies that the doubly 
exnred dirner level d (I 11)) should be obwrwable as n two-photon resonance h rhe re~omtly e&mwd cs~. 
Ws note that for a translationally equivalent duner eq. (7) contau~ only one term, as one of the delocalized dimer 
levels 1s dark. Inspection ofeqs. (1) and (2) shows further that by gdicious choice of the laser frequencies o 1 and 
w, , WI? baucally can create asrtuation where for the CSRS ~sceprib~rty weonly have to deal with eq. (1) or (2). 
4. Results and discussion 
The absorption spectrum of a very concentrated muted crystal of pentacene III p-tetphenyl at 1.5 K is shown 
m tig. 2. The peaks marked by the symbols R, flour R5 have pre~ou~y been identified as pentacene dimer ab- 
sorptrons by Olson et al. [4]. The fust CSRS experrment was performed rn the following way. One of the dye 
lasers, at w I, was tuned to the RX peak at 16863 cm-t (vat) whde the other, at wz, was slowly scanned to the 
blue of R3_ The resulting CSRS signal, at 2~~ - wz, as a funchon of frequency mismatch between the two lawrs 
(w2 - wt) IS shown in fig. 3. It is quote clear from fig_ 3 that when the second laser is tuned to the Rt peak in 
rhe absorptron spectrum, the CSRS susceptibility exhibits a resonance. With reference to eq. (1) this clearly uu- 
plies that the R 
1 
and R, peaks are correlated pentacene dimer levels. The drmer splittrng for this pair is therefore 
11 2 t 0 5 cm- _ We note that thts splitting is much smaller than the activatron energy (21 cm-t) observed for 
the photon echo decay of R3, a point fully discussed m ref. [13]. From the fact that both dimer levels carry os- 
ctiator strength we conclude that this dimer must be of the translationally inequivalent type: presumably an Ot- 
0, pau. Sunilar CSRS experiments performed with o1 tuned into R, and R,, while w2 was tuned all the way to 
the blue of the monomer absorptton, farled to produce any resonance in the CSRS signal. We conclude that the 
RA and R5 absorpttons are both due to translationally equivafent pairs. This conclusion seems to be substantiated 
by the results of recently perfo~ed st~ulated photon echo experiments on these tr~tions 1141. 
In an attempt o locate the doubly excited dtmer level of the R, -R, dimer, the following CSRS experiment 
was performed. One of the dye lasers, at or, was set at a ftved frequency between the R, and R, absorption. 
The second dye laser, at w2, was then tuned such that the CSRS signal at R3 (2wt - w2) was maximal. A dis- 
tmct resonance, shown m the upper trace of fig. 4, was observed in the CSRS signal when w1 was tuned 1.5 
cm-l to the blue of the mean absorption of R, and R,. Tite fact that, at the signal maximum, w2 is not at R, 
(n is ;= 3 cm-t to the blue) shows that this peak rs not due to a one-photon resonance at R, _ We suggest that the 
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Fy. 3. Tmnsmusron spectrum of a concentrated pent.tcene/p- 
terphenyl crystal m the regron of the 0 t and 0s monomer 
sue orguts. The redsrde features are labeled Rt -Rs_ Pomt 
“a” IS mldwsy between the monomer peaks (16884 6 cm-t 
(vat) [ 121). taken as the zero of energy. Point “b”corre- 
sponds to the locatton of wz at poutt “b” tn fii. 3 The insert 
shows. schemauc4lty. the level structure for IADI > lilt. 35 m 
the Rt -R, dmer cm (not drawn to scale). 
8 October 1987 
AW KM-‘1 
Ftg. 3. Coherent Stokes spectrum for wt tuned to Rs (upper 
cutvc). The abscissa IS the ttue zero of ltght intettstty attd ts 
labeled tn cm-’ to the blue of Ra. The pomts “R,“, “a” aud 
“b” correspond to w2 being at these respccttve posittons ttt 
lir. 2. The lowcr trace IS the same scan of wa. wtth wr block- 
cd. It can be seen that past the peak at RI, the synal mtctt- 
YIY follows the transmtsstnn spectrum. The portion to the 
right of the dashed hne is shown 2 5 X erpmded vcrtral 
scale, for both traces The msert shows the Stokes urtensrty 
airer correction for the attenuatron of the wa beam due to 
absorptmn. 
signal observed arises from a two-photon (2~~) resonance in the CSRS suscepttbdtty as descrtbed by eq. (2). To 
further substantnte this interpretattott we repeated the experiment but ttoa Mted the CSRS observation fre- 
quency 2 cm-l to the red of R,. As shown tn the lower trace of fig. 4, the resonance in the CSRS signal, although 
~5 times weaker in intensity, was observed, within experimental error, at the same frequency for ol , demon- 
strating that Indeed a 2w, r2sonanc2 was observed. We therefore conclude that this experiment has located the 
168Si3 7’0 7’2 % 
wl (MC cm-9 
Fig 4. Coherent Stokes spectrum (CSRS) as a functton of m- 
crdcnt frequency (wt) of one of the dye Iascrs. Upper trace ts 
taken wtth the Stokes frequency tuned to the mxltmum of 
Rs, lower trace ts wth the Stokes frequency tuned 2 cm-’ 
to the red of upper trace. The spectra are drawn to scale and 
are corrected for the attenustton of both beams due to ab- 
sotptton losses 
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position of the doubly excited drmer level of the Rt and R, pair at 33741 5 1 cm-r (vat). 
From the gaussian-like hneshape and width (=2.5 cm-t) of the CSRS resonance, we conclude that the life- 
time of the doubly excited dimer level 1s at least 2 ps. Time-resolved picosecond CSRS-echo experiments are 
planned to further measure the decay and dynamics of this state. 
hother mter~st~ng point to cogent upon IS that the dispersion shift (AD) of the doubly excited dimer state 
IS only shghtly different (3 cm-t) from the singly excited, delocalized, dimer levels. If this turns out to be a gener- 
al trend, observatron of the doubly excited drmer level for translationally equivalent dimers would allow us to de- 
termine (withm z. 2 cm-l) the position of the dark, smgly excited, dimer state. This would be extremely useful in 
general. and in particular in a study of the dephasing dynamics of translationahy equivalent dimer states m chemi- 
cally mrxed crystals. 
Pair absorptions have previousIy been observed in P.Kl, [1.5], Ba vapor [Hi], and Yb,O, [ i7]_ In these cases 
the Start3 were observed m straight oprrcaI experrments, which implies that in the pair e&ttation one of the partners 
undeqoss XI allowed md the other a forbidden transition. The pair absorp&rn we observe is due to both molecules 
undergoing an allowed transrtion and the final state is of g symmetry. Study of the dynamics of this pair absorption 
state is of great interest, as such states must play an rmportant role as intermediates in singlet-singlet and triplet- 
triplet anmhilation processes. 
We are ping to further explore the dimer intrastate dynamics tn this and other systems by u&g a variety 
of time-resolved optical coherence measuring techniques. 
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